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Nokia and Carl Zeiss extend cameraphone
deal
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(Reuters) - Nokia (NOK1V.HE) and lens-maker Carl
Zeiss agreed an exclusive deal to make high-end
cameraphones, and said a new top-of-the-range
model would be launched this month.
The companies on Wednesday said the deal will run for several years,
Follow Reuters

which Nokia hopes will help it compete more effectively against other
smartphones, including Apple's (AAPL.O) iPhone, which have been
grabbing market share.
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Separately, Nokia said the first model using its new PureView camera
technology will go on sale this month. It uses a Carl Zeiss sensor with 41 megapixels, significantly
more than those in advanced cameras used by professional photographers.
Analysts have said the new model may be hard to sell as it uses Nokia's old Symbian operating
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system, which the company is phasing out, although Nokia plans to adopt the camera technology
for its new Windows Phones system in the future.
"We're going to carry on developing PureView for our future smartphones," said Jo Harlow, Head
of Smart Devices at Nokia.
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Euro zone manufacturing
downturn deepens in April PMI
LONDON - The euro zone's manufacturing
sector slipped further into decline last month as
a downturn that started in the periphery
appears to be taking root among core members
France and Germany, a survey showed on
Wednesday.
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